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Formation of radially and azimuthally polarized light using space-variant
subwavelength metal stripe gratings

Ze’ev Bomzon,a) Vladimir Kleiner, and Erez Hasman
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Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel

~Received 19 April 2001; accepted for publication 18 July 2001!

We present a unique method for converting circularly polarized light into radially and azimuthally
polarized beams. The method is based on the use of computer-generated space-variant
subwavelength metal stripe gratings. The elements were realized on GaAs substrates and produced
beams with high polarization purity at a wavelength of 10.6mm. As a result of the conversion, the
beams also undergo space-variant phase modification, which has an effect on their propagation. We
demonstrate the effect experimentally, and calculate it using full space-variant polarization and
phase analysis based on rigorous coupled-wave analysis and Jones calculus. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1401091#
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Radial and azimuthal polarized beams possess a
degree of symmetry, which has lead to their exploitation
improving such applications as particle acceleration1 and
atom trapping, optical tweezers, material processing,2 and
tight focusing.3 In the past, such beams were created by
terferometically combining two linearly polarized las
beams,4 or by intracavity coherent summation of two o
thogonally polarized TEM01 modes.5 Unfortunately, these
methods are somewhat cumbersome and require a high
gree of coherence and interferometric stability.

In this letter, we present a method for forming azimuth
and radial polarized light using computer-generated spa
variant subwavelength metal stripe gratings. Our design p
cedure, which is based on rigorous coupled-wave anal
~RCWA!,6 enables absolute control of the local azimuth
angle of the transmitted beam, thus enabling us to ach
high space-variant polarization purity. Furthermore, o
method ensures the continuity of the grating, thereby gu
anteeing the continuity of the electromagnetic field of t
resulting beam.

We show that when a wave front undergoes such m
nipulation it is also subject to space-variant phase modifi
tion, which can be used to form either axially symmet
in-phase polarization for which the far-field image exhibits
bright center, or axially symmetric antiphase polarization
which the far field exhibits a dark center. We demonstr
these effects experimentally by converting circularly pol
ized CO2 laser radiation at a wavelength of 10.6mm into
both radially and azimuthally polarized beams, which
examine in the near and far fields. We also performed a
space-variant polarization and phase analysis of the resu
beams based on RCWA and Jones calculus.7

Figure 1 illustrates in-phase@Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!# and
antiphase@Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!# radial and azimuthal polariza
tion, with continuous electromagnetic fields. In Figs. 1~a!
and 1~c!, the fields at opposite sides of the center are
phase, and at any given instance the electric fields at th
points are of equal magnitude and are oriented in the s
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direction. This is as opposed to the fields in Figs. 1~b! and
1~d!, for which the electric fields at opposite sides of t
circle are antiphase. At any given instance they possess
same magnitude and are oriented in opposite directions.
to the symmetry of the beams, it is clear that the dark cen
of the antiphase polarization is conserved during propa
tion, as opposed to the in-phase polarization, which can
expected to display a bright center in the far field. Both typ
of polarization can be produced by use of space-variant s
wavelength metal stripe gratings and appropriate phase
ments.

Space-variant subwavelength metal stripe gratings
typically described by a grating vector,

Kg5K0~r ,u!cos@b~r ,u!# r̂1K0~r ,u!sin@b~r ,u!#û, ~1!

where r̂ and û are unit vectors in polar coordinates,K0

52p/L(r ,u) is the local spatial frequency for a grating o
local periodL(r ,u), andb(r ,u) is the local direction of the
vector, chosen so that it is perpendicular to the metal strip
When the period of the grating is much smaller than
incident wavelength, then only light polarized perpendicu
to the wires is transmitted, and the resulting beam is linea
polarized. However, as the period of the grating increases
extinction ratio decreases. Therefore, if we assume incid
circularly polarized light, the transmitted wave front will no
generally be linearly polarized but rather possess elliptic
larization, with the azimuthal angle of the ellipse at a perio
dependent angleDc(K0) to the grating vector.8 Conse-

FIG. 1. In-phase radial~a! and azimuthal~c! polarization as opposed to
antiphase radial~b! and azimuthal~d! polarization.
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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quently, in order to obtain a local azimuthal angle
cdesired(r ,u), the grating angle must be chosen so that

b~r ,u!5cdesired~r ,u!2Dc~K0~r ,u!!. ~2!

Note thatDc(K0) not only depends on the period of th
grating but also on other parameters such as the struc
duty cycle and the substrate on which the grating has b
constructed and can be calculated numerically using RCW

We applied Eq.~2! to the design of gratings for conver
ing circular polarization into radially and azimuthally pola
ized beams. We demonstrate the design for producing ra
polarization, i.e.,cdesired50. Applying this to Eqs.~1! and
~2!, and then requiring thatKg is a conserving vector, i.e.
¹3Kg50 leads to the self-containing differential equati
for the radial element,

]

]r
$2rK 0~r ,u!sin@Dc„K0~r ,u!…#%

2
]

]u
$K0~r ,u!cos@Dc„K0~r ,u!…#%50, ~3!

from which K0(r ,u) can be determined. By requiring tha
the grating vector be a conserving vector, we not only gu
antee that the polarization of the resulting beam is conti
ous, but also ensure that the electromagnetic field define
its local polarization and phase is continuous, thereby eli
nating diffraction associated with discontinuity of the wa
front.

Solving Eq.~3! by separation of variables, and by requ
ing thatK0(r ,u) is real, we find that the period is indepe
dent ofu and thatK0(r ) can be found from the transcende
tal equation

K0~r !5K0~r 0!
r 0

r

sin@Dc„K0~r 0!…#

sin@Dc„K0~r !…#
, ~4!

where r 0 and K0(r 0)52p/L0 are constants of integratio
that determine the geometry and local period of the grat
Using RCWA, we calculatedDc(K0) for a grating whose
metal stripes consisted of 70 nm of gold on a GaAs subst
with a duty cycle of 0.5, and then numerically solved Eq.~4!
using this function. Note that we experimentally verified t
calculation ofDc(K0) in our previous letter.8 Once Eq.~4!
had been solved, we found grating functionf, defined so
that ¹f5Kg by integratingKg along an arbitrary path to
yield

f~r ,u!5K0~r 0!r 0 sin@Dc„K0~r 0!…#

3H E r ctg@Dc„K0~r 8!…#

r 8
dr81uJ . ~5!

Continuity of this function requires thatf(r ,u)
5f(r ,u12p)62pm ~m is an integer!, and therefore,
K0(r 0)r 0 sin@Dc„K0(r 0)…# must be an integer, placing a re
straint on the choice ofr 0 andK0(r 0). The equations for the
azimuthal grating can be found by applying the same pro
dure withcdesired5p/2. It is important to state that an accu
rate solution of Eqs.~4! and~5! will result in a grating which
will convert circular polarization into a space-variant pola
ized beam for which the local azimuthal angle is exac
Downloaded 07 Nov 2001 to 132.68.1.29. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cdesired(r ,u) at all points. The performance of the grating
therefore, limited only by the accuracy of the fabricatio
process.

We realized Lee-type9 binary metal stripe gratings fo
forming radial and azimuthal polarization. First, chrom
masks of the gratings were fabricated using high-resolu
laser lithography. These masks were then transferred on
semi-insulating GaAs wafer 500mm thick using photolithog-
raphy, and the metal stripes were realized using a lift-
technique. The metal stripes consisted of a 10 nm adhe
layer of Ti, and 60 nm of Au. Finally, an antireflection coa
ing was applied to the backside of the wafer. For the rad
element we choser 055 mm and L052 mm, so that 3.3
mm,r ,5 mm and 2mm,L,3.2mm, and for the azimutha
element they werer 052.4 mm andL052 mm, so that 2.4
mm,r ,5 mm and 2mm,L,3.16mm. The geometry of the
gratings was designed so that the maximum period does
exceed the Wood anomaly in GaAs.8

In order to test the polarization of the beam transmit
through the gratings, we illuminated them with circular
polarized light at a wavelength of 10.6mm from a CO2 laser,
and made four measurements of the transmitted inten
The measurements for both the radial and azimuthal po
izations are displayed in Fig. 2. The first three were ma
after passing the light through a polarizer oriented vertica
@Figs. 2~a! and 2~e!#, diagonally at 45°@Figs. 2~b! and 2~f!#
and horizontally@Figs. 2~c! and 2~g!#, and the fourth mea-
surement involved passing the light through a quarter-w
plate with its fast axis at 0° and then through a polarizer
45° @Figs. 2~d! and 2~h!#. The intensity measurements we
computed by imaging the grating through a lens onto a Sp
con PyrocamI pyroelectric camera, and the arrows in
pictures indicate the transmission axis of the polarizer
each measurement. The four measurements were then
to calculate the Stokes parameters, (S0 ,S1 ,S2 ,S3),7 for each
point on the resulting beam, from which the local elliptici
and azimuthal angle were obtained as, tan(2c)5S2 /S1 and
sin(2x)5S3 /S0. The average deviation of this angle fro
cdesired was 9.8° and the average ellipticity tan~x! was
20.12, leading to an overall polarization purity of 95.7%
For the azimuthal element we achieved a deviation fr
cdesired of 5.5° and an average ellipticity of tan~x!520.1,
leading to a polarization purity of 98.2%. The deviation fro
the desired polarization results mainly from an increase

FIG. 2. Experimental intensity distributions for the radial@~a!–~d!# and azi-
muthal @~e!–~h!# polarizations directly after the gratings;@~a! and ~e!# after
passing a polarizer oriented vertically@~b! and ~f!# after passing a polarizer
oriented at 45°,@~c! and ~g!# after passing a polarizer oriented horizontall
and@~d! and~h!# after passing a horizontall/4 plate and a polarizer oriented
at 45°.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the duty cycle during fabrication, which caused a deviat
of Dc(K0) from what was expected.

It remains to determine whether the resulting beam is
phase, as in Fig. 1~a!, or antiphase, as in Fig. 1~b!. To do this,
we calculated the theoretical transmitted beam using a
space-variant polarization and phase analysis method b
on RCWA and Jones calculus. The grating is represented
a space-variant Jones matrix, whose elements are calcu
at each point using RCWA. Once this matrix has been c
culated the resulting wave front can be found for any in
dent polarization. From here, we then calculated the sp
variant Pancharatnam phase~based on the rule proposed b
Pancharatnam for comparing the phase of two light beam
different states of polarization! of the transmitted beam a
w(r ,u)5arĝ E(r ,u),E(R,0)&, where arĝE1 ,E2& is the argu-
ment of the inner product of two Jones vectors, and (R,0) are
the radial coordinates of the point on the resulting bea
relative to which the phase is measured.

Figure 3 shows a calculated cross section of the P
charatnam phase for the radially polarized beam along a
centric circle of radiusr 5R54.7 mm, as well as the phas
achieved by multiplying this beam bye2 iu. Since the period
of the grating is independent ofu, the ellipticity, tan~x!, of
the resulting beam must be equal at all points on such circ

FIG. 3. Calculated Pancharatnam phase for in-phase and antiphase
polarization formed with the computer-generated grating, as well as
phases expected from a perfect radial polarizer. The insights are th
dimensional phase distributions of the in-phase and antiphase polariza
as well as an illustration of the geometry of the grating for forming rad
polarization.
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Calculation of the space-variant Pancharatnam phase fo
beam resulting directly from our grating shows that alo
such curves of equal ellipticity,w5u2tan21@sin(2x)tan(u)#,
which is equal to the area of the geodesic triangle on
Poincare sphere defined by the pole~the initial circular po-
larization!, by E(r ,u) and byE(R,0), and therefore, equal to
the geometrical phase acquired by a beam projected thro
a closed loop defined by these points.10 The phase increase
linearly until u5p/2, where it rises sharply byp. It then
continues to slowly increase untilu53p/2, at which an ad-
ditional sharp rise occurs. The phase betweenE(r ,u) and
E(r ,u1p) is 2p and the beam is in phase. When the beam
multiplied by e2 iu, we find that the phase is close to ze
when2p/2,u,p/2, after which the phase suddenly jump
by p. The Pancharatnam phase between points at oppo
sides of the center is nowp, and the beam is antiphase. W
note that for both in-phase and antiphase perfect polari
~x→0!, the phase jumps abruptly atu5p/2, causing a dis-
continuity in the phase function, whereas for our choice ofr ,
~x520.1 rad!, this transition is fast but smooth. The smoot
ing of the phase results from the nonzero ellipticity of t
transmitted beam.

In order to verify that the beam was in phase, we m
sured the far-field image of the beam transmitted through
grating. The far field exhibited a clear bright spot, indicati
that the beam was in phase. We then converted the pola
tion to antiphase by use of a spiral phase element, wit
phase function exp@2iu(x,y)# ~Ref. 11! placed after the wire
grating. In this case, we observed a dark spot at the cente
the beam, clearly indicative of the antiphase radial symme
We also obtained similar results for the azimuthal polari
tion.
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